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SYNTHESE :

La conception des procédures de conduite pour les processus continus repose
trop souvent sur des hypothèses implicites concernant à la fois les opérateurs et les
situations qu'ils auront à gérer.

Le mérite de l'approche ergonomique dans la conception des procédures est de
prendre en compte la manière dont les différents utilisateurs les utilisent réellement.
L'utilisation réelle est déterminée à partir d'analyses sur sites (conduite normale et
incidentelle) et d'analyses sur simulateurs pleine échelle (conduite incidentelle).
L'introduction de l'approche ergonomique dans le processus de conception permet la
proposition de nouveaux principes de conception.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

The design of operating procedures for continuous processes is much too often
based on implicit assumptions both concerning the operators and the operating
conditions that must be dealt with.

The merit of the ergonomie approach to the design of procedures is to take
account of the way the various operators actually use operating procedures. The actual
use is determined from the analysis of on-site operation (normal and incident operating
conditions) and the analysis of full-scale simulators tests (incident operating
conditions). The introduction of the ergonomie approach in the procedure design
results in new design principles being proposed.
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CONTRIBUTION OF THE ERGONOMIC ANALYSIS TO THE IMPROVEMENT

OF THE DESIGN OF OPERATING PROCEDURES

PLANTS IN NUCLEAR POWER

1. INTRODUCTION

In high-risk industries such as the nuclear industry, one must define in advance the

operating procedures specifying what should be done in the different plant operating

conditions, for instance during the plant startup and shutdown, and during incidents and

accidents.

These procedures are essential to the safety of complex installations and this the operators
themselves readily acknowledge. Indeed, the knowledge of the operation of a complex
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system is necessarily distributed in the organization between the designers, who define its
operating principles, and the plant operators who, thanks to the operational feedback,
know how the system actually functions.

The definition of an operating procedure must be based on all this knowledge and, except

in unprovided-for conditions, a procedure should not be improvised on the spot. The

procedure must also be validated before it is applied especially when there is a potential

risk to the plant or environment

Process control using procedures raises a number of essential questions not addressed in

this paper. We intend here to discuss what should be done for the designed procedures to

be a more powerful aid to the operators.

Often, after difficulties have been felt, ergonomie studies are undertaken in order to

improve an existing procedure (corrective ergonomics) [I]. But the improvements that

can be introduced at this stage, often minor alterations (of the layout, typography,

vocabulary used, formulation of instructions) are not always sufficient. Therefore,

ergonomics should be used early in the design process, and even during the initial phase.

This paper discusses this approach and the benefits it could bring, based on our

experience with the development of operating procedures for nuclear power plants.

PROBLEM EXPOSITION

For nuclear power plants at Electricité de France, a distinction is usually made between

normal operating procedures (startup, shutdown, periodic tests) and incident and

emergency operating procedures. Due to their different conditions of use and

consequences on safety, these documents are not designed in the same way.

2.1. NORMAL OPERATING PROCEDURES

Normal operating procedures include general procedures, for instance those
applicable to the entire plant startup or shutdown, and more specific (or detailed)
procedures the general procedures refer to, for the startup or shutdown of the systems
belonging to the facility.

A procedure is a paper document describing the actions to be taken to pass
from a plant state to another.
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It generally contains:

The object yf the procedure or the purpose it serves.

The technological limits and particular instructions
specifying some characteristics of the components that must absolutely be known for the

procedure application or focussing on potential problems or errors to be avoided.

The preconditions defining the initial plant state, the position of the

actuators, the state of the circuits and the physical parameter values that must exist to

apply the procedure.

The instructions specifying "on-off" or "adjustment" operations or

checks that must be performed to reach the final state. Noteworthy points are highlighted.

A synoptic diagram summarizing the main phases in the procedure

as well as the stages to be gone through together with the state parameter values that must

be reached before moving to the next stage.

The procedures contain both preliminary explanations and instructions. They

linearly describe the prescribed actions in a textual form. But they fail to correctly indicate

which actions must be performed in parallel with die purely sequential actions. Indeed, an

action can last quite a long time (such as the action "Heat the pipes at a rate of 28°C/hour")

and others can take place simultaneously; this is not always easy to show. These

procedures do not either define how the tasks should be allocated among the various

operators: indeed some tasks are to be fulfilled directly on a component and others from

the control room by either reactor operator.

j:

2.2. INCIDENT AND EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES
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Incident and emergency operating procedures indicate what must be done
during a given accident or incident in order to restore the plant to safe operating
conditions.

pass

These documents are precisely designed to be efficiently used in potentially

stressful situations. Therefore they have been stripped of any kind of explanation: they

are action-oriented documents. Another document, the "operating rule" explains why
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such and such action is required by the procedure. The operators must indeed be taught,

thanks to training, to understand the phenomena before they actually apply the

procedures.

The documents are specific to each operator participating in the control of a

given incident or accident (shift supervisor, primary and secondary systems operators in

the control room, auxiliary operators, etc).

The documents contain a flow chart with instructions concerning operations on

the process; the moments the different crew members must coordinate their actions are

also indicated by special instructions.

The procedure is meticulously designed (see Figure 2), in particular its
structure and the way the instructions are presented.

There are two kinds of emergency and incident procedures: event-based
procedures and symptom-based procedures.

Event-based procedures were the first to be designed. The

prescribed actions are based on the preliminary diagnosis of the incident or accident The

operations to bring the pi int back to safe conditions are optimally adapted to a given

initiating event However, these procedures do not provide for the failure of the required

equipments.

Symptom-based procedures were designed only recently. They

are based on the continuous diagnosis of the process state. The prescribed actions are

defined based on the state of the main thermohydraulic and neutronic functions of the

facility (e.g. reactivity, removal of primary heat; etc.). These procedures have the merit of

specifying what has to be done to restore the plant to a safe operating state even when

several events occur simultaneously. They also provide for alternate means when the

necessary components or control means are unavailable.

2.3. PROCEDUPEDESIGN

The design of procedures is based on technical criteria. The goals are set and

the means and actions required to achieve them are described. As a matter of fact, a

procedure is a sequence of goals to be achieved together with indication of the means

required, for this purpose.
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In drafting the documents, general rules are applied to ensure the homogeneity

of the set of procedures written by different persons or groups.

For the emergency and incident procedures, a drafting handbook specifies

which symbols and language (close to the users') should be used as well as the

recommended instruction layout in order to avoid errors (ref figure 1 ). Because the

procedures are users-oriented, the allocation of tasks among the operators is formalized,

and each of them has therefore a different work content

Whereas the procedures for normal operating conditions are drafted in the

plants, according to a pre-defined pattern and the manufacturers' manuals, emergency

operating procedures are designed by specialized groups belonging to the Fossil and

Nuclear Generation Division. They can later be locally modified to match the specific

features of each particular unit.

2.4. PROCEDURE VALIDATION

Before they are applied, the procedures must be checked and validated.

Normal operating procedures are subjected to Quality Assurance controls, the checks

being performed on the site.

Because of their vital importance to safety, emergency operating procedures
undergo a special validation process.

First, a mockup of the procedure is prepared. Then this mockup is tested in a

full-scale plant simulator. These tests consist in having the operator crews use the

mockup to control the plant in the course of simulated incident or accident scenarios. All

the difficulties due to the procedure content (feasibility and efficiency of the prescribed

actions, interpretation of the instructions, detail level) or to its form (structure of the

document, way the instructions or logic tests are drafted) are recorded. The procedure

mockup is then modified accordingly and tested again in an iterative process of functional

and ergonomie adjustment until the final procedure can be used on the sites. Some vital

operations prescribed by the procedures, which involve local actions for instance, can

even be subjected to mock tests on a real unit, especially when the time available is

critical.
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2.5. ERGONOMIC ASSESSMENT

As time passed, the validation of emergency operating procedures became

increasingly important. Preoperational tests were initially performed on the procedure

once completed and only significant defects were made good. Later, the tests became part

of the design process as the mockups could be more eastiy modified thanks to Computer

Aided Design tools ; thus the number of iterations increased. Hence ergonomists, who

initially participated in the validation tests only, were asked to collaborate as early as the

development tests performed on the mockup. The nature of their work also tended to

change: initially ergonomists were asked to solve the problems associated with the

procedure layout; they now deal with more fundamental problems in connection with the

way the procedures are used, such as the definition of the task allocation among the

operators or the level of guidance to be provided to the operators, and they address these

matters explicitly.

At the present time ergonomists intervene for several purposes and at different

levels in the design process of the emergency operating procedures :

- for providing ergonomie recommendations for the "procedure layout" and tasks

allocation between operators during emergency situation,

- for providing a more realistic description of operators'activity and needs during

emergency situation in order to design more useful procedures. This "model" is mainly

generated from analysis of operators activity (§ 3),

- for improving the emergency procedures design process (§4).

3 . GENERAL RESULTS OF THE ERGONOMIC ANALYSES OF
OPERATORS 1ACTI VIT Y

Indeed, procedure developers implicitly use a number of assumptions among
which the following.

The first implicit assumption is the operator model the procedure drafters have

in mind. They often have a rather mechanistic vision of the operator who is regarded as a

"guided" being who must apply to the letter and follow step by step the written

instructions in the procedure. According to this vision, the operator does not bring
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signifiant skill and knowledge in recovering the accident. On the contrary, he sometimes
generates errors in applying the procedure.

The second implicit assumption concerns the situation that must be controlled

with the help of the procedures. It consists of a series of chronological actions that must

be carried out to pass from one process state to another in a given situation. The operator

is left no alternatives considering the available equipment and the control loop states.

The last implicit assumption concerns the diversity of possible users. The

procedure is intended for an average operator with a given competence. It must be

underlined that this competence is not explicitly defined by the procedure developers. The

procedure does not take all the different knowledge or competence levels into account nor

the huge variety of operators' skills.

The designers' implicit assumptions can be revised as a result of the analyses

of the way operators use procedures during actual and realistically simulated plant

control. These analyses are focussed on emergency operating and incident procedures.

For incidents having occurred, the actual procedure application is analyzed

during interviews organized on the site with the operators just a few days after the

occurrence of the incident

More generally, analyses of the way emergency and incident procedures are

used are performed by observing the behaviour of operators on full-scale simulators

realistically reproducing incident or accident scenarios. This is done either during training

sessions [2] or during specific tests, the so-called "MSR Tests" (Real Life Simulator

Tests). The observations are followed by post-test interviews with the operators. For

these tests (which differ from procedure validation tests), the operators are told to behave

exactly as they would on the actual unit if they were confronted to the same event [3],[4].

For using the results, the question of their representativness was addressed [S].

These analyses show that the model of the operator as a mere executant cannot be
operative since "there is no really complete procedure" [6]. There are gaps in the
procedure so that the operators have to "take a number of actions and adopt a type of
behaviour that are not specified in the procedure" [6].
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Even if the procedure drafters have worked with great care, it will always have:

- gaps so that the operators will have to take initiatives,
- a "static aspect" not always reflecting the control dynamics [7].

For instance, the application of the alarm sheet prescriptions is suggested when an alarm

occurs. But when several alarms are set off simultaneously, no hierarchization principle is

provided to help the operators to choose in what order they will deal with the alarms [7].

Only the operators' skill and know-how can compensate for this deficiency.

Their know-how can induce the operators to take initiatives anticipating an automatic

action. To validate this type of initiative would mean to validate a behaviour that may have

detrimental consequences under accident conditions because in real time the number of

assumptions tested (action consequences) is limited and the valid assumption may

therefore not be tested [7]. However, operators know-how and capacity to foresee the

evolution of the plant is necessary for recovering misprints or even operators'own slips

(which are unavoidable). Moreover, normal process control consists in recovering small

incidents and handling contingencies, which supposes initiatives.

We are confronted with the following paradox: to fix the limit between necessary

initiatives (normal situation) and the time before the actuation of the automatic devices

(upset operating conditions), the operators must first have diagnosed the situation (after

having considered a limited number of assumptions) and must refrain from acting even if

their actions can prevent or postpone the worsening of the situation.

The operators also demonstrate that they cannot act as mere executants of actions

prescribed by others : for instance they do not perform actions that have to be endlessly

repeated and use the time thus spared to recover small incidents, not explicitly covered by

the procedure, that occur in the facility [8]. In other words, the operators' activity

includes more actions and more decisions than those prescribed by the procedure.

Procedures are arranged so as to describe the sequence of operations and controls

required to allow the transition from one state to another given the original situation.

However a procedure is but the ossified expression of the theoretical knowledge (gained

through studies) and of the practical knowledge (acquired from experience) of how the

process functions at a given time. Since knowledge progresses, there can be a momentary

discrepancy between some instructions in the procedure and the situation at hand [9].
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Moreover the procedures are not designed to cover or cover to a small extent only such
incidents as the sticking of a valve or the failure of a sensor or of a control loop. When
such events occur the operators have to find alternative means to deal with them.

Furthermore, the procedure does not take account of the operators' operating "comfort"

(as they say) so that the latter may be tempted to perform operations not prescribed by the

procedure to preserve their "comfort" in order to be able to focus on the management and

the recovery of the incident they are dealing with [7]. By operating "comfort", operators

mean the easiest, quickest or best known way to perform an operation or to reach a goal.

The "comfort" also includes the margin the operators want /need to keep for preventing

further hypothetic events [10].

Observations on how the procedures were used revealed that operators and crews behave

in many different ways [9]. Operators read and use the procedures to a smaller or larger

extent depending on their experience and knowledge of plant operation and of the

situation. They either read the procedure very closely and follow it step by step and to the

minutest detail or read it when, for instance, they want to find out about the objectives of

the control phase they are in, about the chronological order of the sequences or want to

check what they have done or intend to do. During incident or emergency operating

conditions, the operators' behaviour is more homogeneous insofar as they resort to

control procedures a great deal more. However operators sometimes, for certain

operations, do not refer to the procedure because they put to use the knowledge they have

acquired under normal operating conditions [H].

4 . IMPROVEMENT OF THE DESIGN PROCESS AND PRINCIPLES

The procedure development process could be improved in order to match the procedure to

the operator so that they form "a system which has its own way of functioning" [5].

The ergonomie approach is one good way of progressing since it allows to integrate

knowledge of the "real operator" into the procedure development

This paper especially stresses two essential aspects: the definition of the expertise
required to apply the procedures and the guidance level of the said
procedures.
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The improvement derived from the ergonomie analysis consists in creating "well-

controlleri freedom loci" in the procedures, where the operator can exercise his skills
and competence.

We have underlined that the procedures can be incomplete: the operators' know how must

then offset this shortcoming.

To fill all the gaps, even if it was possible, would result in the development of so

cumbersome and unwieldy procedures it would be impossible to use them. Allowance for

all possible occurrences (for instance failures combination, common mode failures,...)

result in a combinational boom.

On the contrary, the gaps in the procedure must be identified and defined so that they

would become "well-controlled freedom loci", where the operator can exercise his skills

and competence.

To create these "freedom loci", the following measures must be taken at a very early stage

in the procedure development process.

First, all the situations covered by the procedure as well as the competence required to

apply it must be defined in detail. Situation means the process states as well as the

systems, the equipment and valves required for the plant control. By defining the

situations in advance, alternative ways and means can be proposed in the event of a

component failure. The checks and monitoring necessary to know the process states at

any time can be specified as well as the links (transitions) between different procedures.

At the procedure development stage, the minimum competence in plant control required

from the operator to apply the procedure must be defined and specified. The competence

definition is based on the required knowledge (of the process, valves, control loops...)- It

must, at the same time, take account of the operators' present knowledge so that the

operating habits developed under normal operating conditions can be applied to

emergency operating conditions when possible (especially the terminology and the order

in which actions are usually performed) [11], [12].

The definition of the minimum competence (provided its acquisition is subsequently

checked) helps to master the freedom loci.
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The guidance level is another vital element that must be taken into account when

developing procedures. The higher the guidance level, the smaller the initiatives left to the

operators. The procedure developers quite naturally tend to draft procedures with a high

guidance level because, in order to avoid errors, the "unreliable and inefficient" operator

is provided maximum help [13]. Whatever the guidance level adopted, the operator must

always be left the possibility and the means to handle contingencies.

Finally, so that all sorts of operators can use the procedures, several levels of use must be

allowed for, thus providing several approaches to plant control corresponding to the

different ways of reading the procedures. The following levels could be given as an

example:

- "Objective" level: the chronology of and the links between the various control

objectives are presented; the detail level is very low here and the operator's competence

must be great

- "Task" level: the means or functions that must be resorted to to reach the objective; the

detail level is higher and the competence level is smaller.

- "Action" level: the series of actions that must be performed for the task are specified;

the detail level is very high and the competence level can theoretically be low.

The same operator could choose and use the guidance level depending on the operating

conditions, his representation of the situation,....

The recommendations can be applied to normal operating procedures and emergency

operating procedures as well. The differences in the way the recommendations are applied

are related to the situation (normal versus emergency) due to safety constraints.

•1
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5 . CONCLUSION

The main contribution of ergonomics to the design of procedures is the fact that the
operator's (the future user of the procedure) actual and diverse behaviour is taken into
account.

As we are still in the development stage, all the recommendations (principles) suggested

have not up to now been much taken into account (or accepted) by the designers. The

recommendations which are already adopted are :

- proposal of alternative means in the procedure.

- exemption from the performance of repetitious actions.

It is sdll too early to determine the benefits derived from these adopted recommendations,

although the operators were quite favourable to them. Principles validation campaigns are

now underway.

Training in accident control should be increasingly focussed on the understanding of the

situation and no longer only on the use of the procedure even though the latter may be

important [14].

Finally, there will be no progress in the field of procedure design if the technical

designers (the experts) do not adopt a more positive view of human interventions (taking

account of the operators'capabilities). An actual improvement of the procedure design

should be to accept operators'initiatives when following procedures. Allowing initiatives

means to allow operators to follow a procedure sensibly and with discernement. The

remaining procedure problems cannot apparently be enterely solved using the

conventional approach developed in the nuclear field since the TMI accident [15]. Are the

ergonomie methods sufficient if there is a need to transcend or renovate the approach ?
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FIGURE 1

EXAMPLE OF DRAFTING CRITERION
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FIGURE 2
EXAMPLE OF EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURE LAYOUT

(Black & White Copy of a Procedure which is in Color)
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